2012-13 Sabbatical Project, Linda Beatson (DP at Motueka South School)
26/04/13
‘A Kete of Useful Resources for Schools Beginning their SWPB4L Journey’
He waka eke noa – We are all in this together

This project is designed to support the on-going development of
SWPB4L in New Zealand schools. The schools contributing their
resources and ideas have done so in the spirit of collegial support and trust.
This is much appreciated.

Please respect their efforts and acknowledge sources
when adapting the resources for your own school use. Many thanks.
‘Ehara taku toa, he taki tahi, he toa taki tini’
-

Success usually comes with the support of others.
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Introduction: It has now been over two years since I first conceived the idea of compiling a kete of handy resources
to support future ‘starter’ PB4L schools and it has been both an interesting and challenging journey. At that time, in
late 2010, available PB4L resources were mostly overseas models and it felt like we really needed more resources set
in the New Zealand context. (It is acknowledged here that the SWPB4L training and resources have developed
considerably since that time.) Although we had connections through school teams to coach teams and facilitators, it
appeared that everyone was busy ‘re-inventing the PB4L wheel’ in their own schools. That got me thinking.
Rationale: At Motueka South School, we believe in ‘T.E.A.M.work’ (Together Everyone Achieves More). We spent so
much time and energy developing SWPB4L resources in our first year that collaborating between schools to support
future SWPB4L success, sharing useful resources and saving others’ time, seemed like a smart idea.
Process: I proposed a simple two-step process involving a quick 2 question survey, along with a request for schools
to contribute at least one resource which they had developed and found useful when establishing SWPB4L in their
schools. My first call was to enlist the support of our (then) Regional SWPB4L Facilitator from the Ministry of
Education, Shane Winterton. He offered enthusiastic support and encouragement, so I duly applied-for and was
awarded sabbatical leave for 10 weeks of Term 3, 2012. In early March last year, I wrote my first letter to all SWPB4L
principals and coaches in the Motueka, Nelson, Blenheim (and later West Coast) clusters, informing them of the
project and asking for their involvement. Due to a variety of reasons, no doubt including the busyness of schools and
perhaps an element of reluctance on the part of some schools to share their (well-invested) resources, responses
were slow to come in. I subsequently sent out several more messages and letters, including emails to presenting
schools from the NZ 2012 SWPB4L Conference. After requesting and receiving an extension to the deadline for my
project and with the support of Rose Brown, our current Regional SWPB4L Facilitator (Many thanks, Rose!), I tried
again. Invited to speak at a Nelson SWPB4L mini-conference organised by Rose, I distributed USB sticks to school
clusters, in a further effort to make it as easy as possible for schools to participate in the project.
Project Reflection: Collecting the data/resources for this project was a long and sometimes frustrating process. In
hindsight, I realise that perhaps a more effective way to have collected the responses and resources I was seeking,
may have been to visit each of the target schools individually, to interview the principal and SWPB4L coaches face to
face. However, thanks to a whole lot of support and teamwork, the project has been successful at last and we do
now have a starter collection of responses and resources which I hope will prove helpful to other schools. The survey
responses were constructive and overwhelmingly positive, which is heartening for the future of SWPB4L. With so
much evident effectiveness, it looks like SWPB4L is here to stay!
My genuine thanks go to the schools who have participated in this project. I really appreciate your time and
consideration, thank you very much. I would also like to express my gratitude to Michael Harrison, principal of
Motueka South School for his encouragement and support, along with Shane Winterton (MoE) for his early help,
Gary McClintock (from Special Ed) for his support with FBA resources and especially Rose Brown (MoE), who has
been a wonderful support and ally in helping bring this project to completion. Kia ora, many thanks to you all.
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Project Survey Results:
Question 1: What are the most useful resources developed by your school, since joining the SWPB4L initiative?
(Responses listed in order of popularity)
1. Defining the school rules in 3-5 statements so that they’re more accessible and everyone can remember
them. (Following on from this is the finding that the rules provide a common understanding for the whole
school community, including adults as well as students, leading to more school-wide consistency. Because
there are so few rules, they can also be effectively displayed on wall posters around schools, which makes
them easy to refer to. It is also easier to link consequences and restorative practices to a short set of rules.
School rules/expectations are now being integrated into school charters, prospectus and behaviour
management manuals, so they are integrated, being used authentically.)
2. Designing a school-wide matrix linking the rules to various contexts around the school. (These were found
be a very useful tool featuring common expectations to encourage consistency across all staff members.)
3. Lesson plans linked to the behavioural expectations matrix (Again, providing school-wide consistency)
4. Illustrations and resources linked to the lesson plans eg videos (visual stories support both students and
staff with a clear picture of expected behaviours, link to lesson planning and rules/expectations matrices.)
5. Staff PD (Both on-going internal PD & external- Behaviour strategies for good teaching practice, Joseph
Dreissen, Marg Thorsburn for RP & a shift in teacher philosophy around behaviour management from
punishing to restorative/corrective)
6. Data analysis tools (Ready access to data and regular sharing helps focus team planning and stategising)
7. Tokens to fit with reward systems (Extrinsic rewards to encourage intrinsic learning & motivation eg MSS
Gold Cards & Gotcha Cards, MHS Star, LMO Golden Acorns, MBHS Ara Tika Dollars, etc)
8. Discipline Referral forms (Must cater for major/minor behaviour incidents, need to be efficient to generate
the required data for FBA & Big 5 analysis, also link to parents)
9. Templates for meeting minutes/agenda etc (Team meetings need to be efficient to keep speakers on track
& a clear agenda prepared ahead also gives team members time to prepare ideas before the mtgs.)
10. Student Voice (Involving students in process of deciding on appropriate expectations/ rules and
consequences, having students problem-solving, listening to their ideas. This also includes peer voice & tools
like ‘Posi Boards’- Blaketown School- positive recognition from peers.)
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Survey Question 2A: What positive effects has SWPB4L had on your school-wide behaviour and learning?
(Responses listed in order of popularity)
1. A marked improvement in school tone and overall behaviour as well as a reduction in behavioural
incidents in identified locations at different times (of the day, week, month and year). Behaviour can be
targeted and moderated through data analysis & intervention, eg more supervision at the key 1pm time in
the playground to prevent issues as students transition between games.
2. A small set of simple rules that everyone knows and uses (evidenced through SET and EBS data).
3. Problem locations, times and behaviours are easy to identify and address (through monthly data analysis).
4. When students are behaving well they can focus on learning (and teachers can focus on teaching, instead
of managing inappropriate behaviour that’s a huge barrier to learning for everyone in the class).
5. The whole staff is on board (through feedback after SWPB4L meetings).
6. Positive behaviour language (including our school rules) is being used across the whole school community,
including parents and even the youngest students, a shared language of behavioural expectations.
7. Some teachers are now more able to teach expected positive behaviours and better manage
inappropriate classroom behaviours. Teachers are setting their classrooms up for success (using SWPB4L
tools & tips from the Classroom PD module and rules/ school consequences).
8. The rules are being explicitly applied (through teaching charts) to a variety of contexts around the school
so expectations are clear and incidents of misbehaviour are less likely to occur.
9. Positive behaviour is being recognised and celebrated, making it more likely to occur.
10. The school-wide expectations being displayed on large charts and wall displays keeps them visible to all
and really brings them into the school culture, stating ‘This is the way we do things around here’

Question 2B: What challenges has your school encountered while introducing SWPB4L?
1. Time constraints in busy schools when planning meetings and trying to implement initiatives
2. Learning to interpret behaviour and use data to see what & where follow-up with behavioural remediation
is required
3. Problems with some staff unwilling to join the SWPB4L journey, being negative & resistant
4. Logistical difficulties in secondary schools with uniting large, varied staff teams and departments

